Fault tolerance is essential for building reliable services; however, it comes at the price of redundancy, mainly the "replication factor" and "diversity". With the increasing reliance on Internet-based services, more machines (mainly servers) are needed to scale out, multiplied with the extra expense of replication. This paper revisits the very fundamentals of fault tolerance and presents "artificial redundancy": a formal generalization of "exact copy" redundancy in which new sources of redundancy are exploited to build fault tolerant systems. On this concept, we show how to build "artificial replication" and design "artificial fault tolerance" (AFT). We discuss the properties of these new techniques showing that AFT extends current fault tolerant approaches to use other forms of redundancy aiming at reduced cost and high diversity 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault tolerance (FT) is the central pillar of reliable services [1] , [2] . A fault tolerant system must employ some form of redundancy in space or time [2] . Redundancy in space is widely used nowadys through consensus protocols and fault detectors [1] , [3] , [4] . Unfortunately, these techniques are costly and their effectiveness are sometimes questionable due to the replication factor and diversity.
In particular, in order to tolerate f faults, a FT protocol requires a minimum number of redundant components (i.e., replicas), called the replication factor, which is often 2f + 1 or more [5] - [7] . On the other hand, FT protocols assume independence of failures between replicas. This is usually mitigated by introducing some software and hardware diversity in the replicated components on different axes and levels [8] - [11] . Although these approaches improve the reliability of systems through diversity, they are costly and not always effective [9] , [11] , [12] . For instance, N-version programming [1] , [9] introduces diversity through coding multiple versions by independent teams and programming languages which is very costly and not always effective since versions originate from a common specification [9] , [12] . Other approaches like proactive recovery between diverse obfuscated components (generated to be semantically equivalent using a secret key) [10] , [13] are only effective in transient failures and when the key is kept secret [8] , [14] . BASE [11] introduces design diversity using different Components Off-The-Shelf (COTS) that have similar behavior, and then uses software wrappers to mimic the state machine behavior. This approach is however limited to the existence of COTS in various programming languages.
In this paper, we revisit the very fundamentals of fault tolerance and introduce artificial redundancy considering the "redundant information" inferred through the "action on a component" rather than the "component" itself: a component is artificially redundant to another one if there is a strong correlation between them, even if they are non similar in behavior or semantics. For example, two always opposite buffers A = −B are artificially redundant since there is a perfect (though negative) correlation between them; whereas, "the presence of ice" is artificially redundant, with some uncertainty, to "the atmospheric temperature is low" since they are strongly (but not perfectly) correlated.
Artificial replication can then be achieved by making an artificially redundant component an artificial replica, artira for short. The idea is to wrap the component by an adapter to code (resp., decode) the input (resp., output) of an artira as needed using component-specific (mathematical or probabilistic) transformation functions. Adapters are similar to the conformance wrappers used in BASE [11] ; however, we apply it to completely independent, but correlated, components instead of those of similar behaviors allowing for some uncertainty (if needed). Artificial fault tolerance (AFT) is therefore achieved using replicas and artira, e.g., using voting or agreement, in a similar fashion to current FT protocols. When artira are perfectly correlated, existing FT protocols can be used with higher reliability due to the increased diversity of artiras. On the other hand, if artiras include some uncertainty (bounded or unbounded), new variants of AFT protocols are needed as we show in Section III.
Our approach has many benefits: (1) it exploits new forms of redundancy to reduce the cost of replication; (2) it achieves equivalent or better tolerance to faults than classical FT being built on highly diverse components in terms of behavior, providers, location, etc.; and (3) it makes it possible to achieve lower levels of fault tolerance, e.g., detection, if some uncertainty is accepted by the application and when extra "exact copy" replicas do not exist or are not affordable. This is not uncommon as uncertainty in fault tolerance do exist in practice in areas like automotive systems, clock synchronization, and Byzantine approximate agreement [15] - [17] . We believe that these concepts can be generalized to a wider spectrum of distributed applications and services where even new forms of redundancy can be exploited as we do here. We discuss the feasibility of our approach in Section II-E we explain how AFT can be applied to a large span of applications as in webservices, multithreading, HPC, etc., in the accompanying report [18] .
II. ARTIFICIAL REDUNDANCY AND REPLICATION

A. Notations
Consider a component X that is associated with a set of possible actions in A. In general, an action can modify X; however, for ease of presentation, we assume that actions are read-only and we explicitly mention writes when needed. We denote by a(x) the output of an action a ∈ A on a state x ∈ X, and by X a the range of a on any state in X; we read this "X subject to action a". We also assume that (X a , d) is a metric space with a defined distance d. We say that x ∈ S is in the neighborhood of y ∈ S if there is a distance r such that: d(x, y) ≤ r.
B. Artificial Redundancy
The above definition is very relaxed as it makes any two components redundant to each other regardless of their behavior or semantics provided that there is a correlation between them. For instance, the atmospheric "temperature forecast" component on action getTemperature() is strongly correlated to the "snow forecast" component on action isFalling(), and hence, they are artificially redundant. Although, artificial redundancy often makes sense when there is strong or perfect correlation (whether +ve or -ve), we do not explicitly mention the strength of correlation ζ to keep the definition general to any correlation method, e.g., Pearson, Spearman, Support Vector Machines, etc [19] . Definition 1 is fine-grained to an individual action of a component (e.g., a function in a service API); however, in practice, services may not be equivalent (i.e., have different APIs); consequently, only parts of a service might be artificially redundant; please refer to [18] for more artificial redundancy properties.
C. Artificial Replication
Artificial redundancy remains useless without the ability to transform artificially redundant components to replicas that can be used in practice. We make this possible by introducing artificial replication:
Informally, this means that a component X, subject to an action a, is an artira of Y, subject to an action b, if we can find a function F such that for every state y ∈ Y b there is a state x ∈ X a such that F(x) is in the neighborhood of y with some accuracy (i.e., the error is bounded) and certainty α (i.e., the bound is precise). An artira is defined in a triple (F, α, ) whose values must be defined a priori. Notice that, X is an artira of Y means that Y is a reference replica and need not to be an artira of X. In principle, F is used to transform the output a(x) to a valuex = F(a(x)) ∈ Y b such thatx is close, with distance , to some y ∈ Y b with certainty α. The two metrics α and are strongly related and should be adjusted together: = 0 reflects 100% accuracy of F whereas α tells if this is correct all the time. Increasing makes the accuracy of F lower but with better certainty α. We show in Section II-E how tuning α and can bring interesting benefits.
D. Building an Artira
Building an artira X a of an existing replica Y b starts by defining the accepted accuracy and certainty α by the application. If some strong correlation between X a and Y b exists X a can likely be an artira of Y b ; this is possible if a transformation F can be defined with some accuracy and certainty α . and α can then be adjusted (by incrementing ) to get a higher certainty α . Finally, X a is accepted as an artira of Y b with the triple (F, α , ) if: α ≥ α and ≤ .
The transformation logic is then implemented in a wrapper on top of X a , called adapter. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of an artira with an adapter versus a replica. An adapter can be state-full or stateless as conformance wrappers which were explained thoroughly in BASE [11] , and therefore we skip this discussion here. Read operations use a decoder that implements F to transform outgoing values from the artira. Update operations, however, use a coder to write into the artira, which requires an inverse function F −1 to be defined. In this case, the parameters and α must be adjusted to consider the uncertainty of F −1 if it is not a "perfect" inverse of F (since a read value will be affected twice by the uncertainty of both F and F −1 ). However, this is not required when F −1 is a perfect inverse (e.g., mathematical inverse function) of F, since a value will be read exactly as it was previously written via the adapter (e.g., if F(x) = 1/x and F −1 (x) = 1/x, then F(F −1 (x)) = x). A reasonable cost must be paid while building an artira as discussed in the extended version [18] .
E. Artificial Redundancy and Replication Models
We discuss the different artificial redundancy and replication models and their theoretical feasibility by considering a simple abstraction A i in Table I . More complex abstractions can intuitively be built on top of it, but this is enough to serve 
Component:
A i val:
a value of any type. expose(val):
a read-only function that exposes the value of val. modify(val):
an update function that modifies the value of val.
Relation A i and A j τ :
Correlation threshold above which ζ ≥ τ is accepted. for explanation. A i is composed of a single value val that represents the state of A i ; whereas expose and modify represent the read and write actions, respectively, that are accessible by any other abstraction A j (which may have different val type and actions). We also represent the relation between A i and A j by the correlation threshold τ and the relation T , where τ is the minimum correlation coefficient above which (inclusive) a service accepts components to be artificially redundant, whereas T materializes the correlation between two components by defining a transformation function F that may comprise some uncertainty as described. Based on this, we distinguish between interesting artificial replication and redundancy models summarized in Table II . For ease of presentation, we explain the different models and feasibility with the help of an "imaginary" feasibility spectrum depicted in Fig. 2 . Since the ultimate goal is to build fault tolerant systems, which is often the basic defense layer in a service, critical services are likely to adopt very strong correlation (e.g., τ is close to 1) and, gradually, fewer ones accept lower correlation coefficients. Therefore, our conjecture argues that the number of applications decreases (resp., increases) exponentially to τ (resp., −τ ) as the correlation coefficient ζ approaches zero. Notice that, theoretically, τ can be close to zero; however, it is merely meaningful only when τ > 0. 5, i.e., when a strong correlation exists. Now, we discuss the different models.
F. Perfect Artificial Redundancy and Replication (PAR)
Perfect artificial redundancy refers to the case in which application FT requirements only accept perfect positive correlations between components, i.e., τ = ±1; meaning that the information inferred by one component through the adapter is the exact information of the other with zero error. Conse-quently, PAR is the most interesting and desirable model to achieve fault tolerance. The feasibility is depicted in locations A, B, and C on Fig. 2 . This is mapped to Table II . A refers to EC case which is the unique acceptable case in current FT. Artificial redundancy expands this case to use other redundancy sources as in PC+ (corr., B) and PC-(corr., C) with the same confidence as if they were exact replicas, as in A. From the perspective of artificial replication, this case refers to the configuration: (F, α = 1, = 0). As shown in the use-cases of settings EC, PC+, and PC-, the function F transforms val i to val j without any error ( = 0) and with 100% certainty (α = 1).
G. Strong Artificial Redundancy and Replication (SAR)
Strong artificial redundancy (SAR) refers to the case in which a small bounded error is tolerable as in BSC case in Table II . Though SAR is weaker than PAR, it is useful for some applications to avoid high costs of exact copies when high certainty is acceptable. Of course, such applications are much fewer than those of PAR; however, they do exist in practice as we explain in [18] . In Fig. 2 , this is depicted in the gradient color regions D and E. The dense color indicates more applications, showing that the more interesting cases are those when τ is closer to 1. In general, artificial replication is represented by (F, α = 1, = 0) in SAR case; however, the parameters α and can be tuned since the inaccuracy is bounded. Thus, it may be suitable to increase so that a greater certainty α = 1 can be achieved and thus SAR becomes (F, α = 1, = 0). To explain this, consider the use-case in BSC settings in Table II . In this case, the medical instruments A i and A j can infer slightly different cardiac pulse val that is bounded by δ. Then, setting := δ such that α = 1 can be a good choice to get high certainty. This actually means that, the artificial replication is 100% accurate with an allowed error of δ cardiac pulses. We show how this is useful in Section III.
III. ARTIFICIAL FAULT TOLERANCE (AFT)
Artificial fault tolerance (AFT) is the approach used to achieve fault tolerance in a system where at least one artira is used. Without loss of generality, we only address consensus protocols that are the dominant FT protocols used in practice. In particular, we draw an analogy to show how current FT protocols can be adjusted to support artiras, which are the building blocks of AFT protocols. Given the size limits, pedantic details and more fault models can be found in [18] . a) Recalling FT Protocols.: Consider a system of n nodes (e.g., replicas) where f of them can be faulty (regardless of the fault model). To ensure correctness, consensus (or agreement) between nodes must be achieved. To ensure correct Write and Read requests, the intersection of a Read quorum and a Write quorum must be correct (non-faulty). A common approach is to choose the quorum q to be the majority of nodes (also called majority consensus), e.g., n 2 + 1. An FT protocol is often designed in three main phases: Propose, Accept, and Learn.
• Propose: a value is proposed to agree upon. Two medical diagnosis instruments: cardiac pulse meter A i and Electrocardiogram A j with sensors val i and val j (resp.); since both monitor heart activity, val i and val j are strongly correlated with some acceptable error e bounded by δ; therefore, T = {F (val i ) = val j ±e | e ≤ δ}.
• Accept: a proposed value is accepted by nodes if a quorum q of nodes agree on it. • Learn: the learner (often the requester) accepts the request if a quorum q of replies match, and learns the matching value.
This notation is analogous to the phases used in the wellknown protocols in literature as Paxos and PBFT [4] , [20] . We do not discuss message exchange patterns and delivery assumptions of an FT protocol since they are often the same as in AFT protocols (explained next). Committing a request is also protocol-dependent as it can occur in the Accept or Learn phases. The matching logic ftmatch to approve a request by the acceptors and the requester simply requires a quorum q of responses r k to be equal:
Obviously, since all the quorum's responses are equal, the committed value ftvalue by the acceptors, as well as the learned value by the learner (or requester), is a single value which corresponds to any response in the quorum:
A. Designing AFT Protocols
Designing an AFT protocol starting from a FT protocol is reasonably not hard since the mechanics of the three phases is almost the same. The only sensitive parts are those which require deterministic behavior. Since in AFT at least one node will be an artira, this can incur some inaccuracy in the response returned by the decoder (as explained in Section II-C) which can induce indeterminism in some cases. This can require modifications in the three phases depending on the artificial replication model used. In general, the phases in an AFT protocol are defined as follows:
• Propose: one value is proposed to agree upon. • Accept: one or more proposed values are accepted by nodes if a quorum q of nodes agree on them after following some message exchange pattern. • Learn: the learner (often the requester) accepts the request if a quorum q of replies match with some uncertainty, and learns a chosen value according to some policy.
The uncertainty induced by the artiras require different matching logic to that in Eq. 1 as well since responses may not always be equal. For an AFT model defined by (F, α, ) , the general matching criteria is as follows:
says that if the distance d (defined in the metric space) between two responses is bounded by with probability α then these responses are considered matching. On the other hand, choosing a value by the requester in AFT follows an application-dependent policy (e.g., priority, mean value, etc.):
Depending on the artificial replication model (i.e., PAR or SAR), the properties of the system and aftmatch and aftvalue may change. For instance, in benign (non-Byzantine or malicious) fault models, we distinguish between the following cases:
-In the PAR replication model, an AFT protocol has the same design as a FT protocol. This is the most desired case since it is at least as robust as the existing FT case. (Additional robustness follows from the higher diversity of artiras). In PAR, = 0 and α = 1; thus, the adapter's coding/decoding is perfect which makes the artiras deterministic, and equivalent to replicas in behavior. Therefore, the matching logic and the learned value become as follows:
Notice that the above equations are exactly equivalent to ftmatch and ftvalue in Eq. 1 and 2. This makes the AFT protocol phases (Propose, Accept, and Learn) exactly the same as those defined the FT case in Section III-0a. Therefore, in PAR replication model, existing FT protocols can be used.
-In the SAR replication model, the AFT system is defined by F α where = 0 and α = 1. This means that the error induced by the adapter's coding/decoding is bounded by with probability 1. Consequently, the matching logic becomes as follows:
Due to this bounded indeterminism, we distinguish between Read and Write requests. In Write requests, the proposer node, in the Propose phase, proposes a request value req p . In the Accept phase, a quorum q of nodes accept req p (regardless of the messaging patterns); the request is then committed by having all non-faulty nodes execute req p in the same order. However, since artiras are indeterministic, the local state of artiras can vary upon execution of req p within the bound defined by . This does not affect the Learn phase since an ACK is enough to be sent to the requester. The problem is however reduced to a Vector Consensus [21] or Approximate Agreement [17] problem as we describe in more details in [18] . Executing Read requests is similar to those of Write requests case. In some protocols, however, the requester directly sends its Read request to all nodes, which reply back with their local values to the client, without passing through the phases of the protocol described above. In this case, the received values can be treated as a vector, and then a value is chosen depending on the policy. A policy is application-dependent. In some cases, it is enough to choose: one value randomly, based on some criteria (like max or min), or even an aggregate value (e.g., sum, mean). We show in [18] that these policies are sometimes more interesting than choosing a single value.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper introduces a new form of artificial redundancy that is based on the correlations among components rather than on exact copies or similar behaviors. This allows to exploit new sorts of redundancy aiming at reducing the cost of replication and improving independence of failures. In this approach, artificial replicas (artiras) can be used as classical replicas when some uncertainty is tolerated by the application. Additional cost must be paid to find the suitable correlated replica and to build the wrapper. However, this cost will only be paid once which remains less costly than using extra replicas. Artificial fault tolerance (AFT) protocols are similar to classical FT protocols when the correlation between an artira and replica is deterministic; however, the diversity induced by the artira can improve independence of failures and lead better reliability. If the correlation is not perfect, the relation between an artira and replica will no longer be deterministic, but statistical. If the correlation is strong enough, classical FT protocols will need some modifications to take this inaccuracy into consideration.
We argue that this model can be applied in situations where different components are likely to correlate. For instance, the leading Web API directory in [22] shows that dozens of webservices exist in each API category (e.g., currency, weather, dictionaries, BigData, etc.). Given this, it would be interesting to exploit these redundant sources and use them as PAR artiras to design other more reliable services. On a lower level, this approach can also be applied in distributed programming as in Erlang which allows processes to monitor each other for error handling [23] . A similar application can be observed in High Performance Computing when different processes are strongly correlated. A simple example is the multiplication of huge matrices in which Map processes are assigned parts of a matrix like rows/columns/blocks. If there are patterns in the matrix (e.g., sorting), it is not difficult to detect a failure of a Map process if the values emitted by the adjacent Map processes are captured. (Please refer to the extended technical report [18] for more details.) Finally, we believe that it is interesting to derive an empirically study on the feasibility of this approach and the tradeoffs between FT and AFT in terms of fault tolerance, efficiency, and cost in the future.
